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Origin Storage OSFNBAG10L/P screen protector
(OSFNBAG10L/P)
Anti-Glare Screen Protector for HP x2 210 G2
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Price details:
Price excl. VAT: 17.75 €
Eco fees: 0.00 €
VAT 21 %: 3.73 €

Product details:
Product code: OSFNBAG10L/P
EAN: 5056006139850
Manufacturer: Origin Storage

21.48 €
* VAT included
A Security Filter from Origin Storage helps provide protection against shoulder surfers and visual hackers viewing your
confidential and sensitive information on your computer screen. With a Security Filter from Origin the intended users
view of the screen remains crystal clear whilst people viewing the screen from the sides see only a dark screen, almost
as if the screen is turned off, preventing them seeing your information. Designed to be easy to fit the Origin Storage
Security Filter is quick and simple to attach to your screen. Once fitted it can be removed and reattached just as easily
for those times when you need to share your screen with other people.
- Anti-Air Bubble Silicone
- Anti-glare minimizes disturbing reflections
- Smooth touch coating
- Dirt repellent, stains, fingerprints are easy to remove
- Touchscreen ready / compliant
- Japanese Pixel technology, minimized pixel/dots
Main specifications:

Features
Type:
Device type:
Brand compatibility:
Compatibility:
Maximum screen size compatibility:
Touchscreen compatible:
Screen size HxW:
Screen format:
Hardness:

Anti-glare screen protector
Tablet computer
HP
HP x2 210 G2
10.1 "
Y
239 x 166.5 mm
Standard
3H

Performance
Colour of product:
Material:
Bubble-free application:
Easy to apply:
Easy to clean:
Fingerprint resistant:

Black
Silicone
Y
Y
Y
Y

Packaging content
Quantity per pack:

1 pc(s)

*PLEASE NOTE: Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of all information contained herein. Lasystems makes no warranty expressed or implied with respect to
accuracy of the information, including price, editorials or specifications. Lasystems or its suppliers shall not be liable for incidental, consequential or special damages arising from, or
as a result of, any electronic transmission or the accuracy of the information contained herin, even if Lasystems has been advised of the possibility of such damages. Product and
manufacturer names are used only for the purpose of identification.

